NEWS RELEASE

Microsize Launched as Independent Pharma Services Company
Meets the Growing Need for US-Based API Solubility and Bioavailability Enhancement Services

July 1, 2022 – Quakertown PA – Microsize today announced the launch of its business as an independent
company to support solubility and bioavailability enhancement via particle reduction technologies including
micronization. This announcement marks the completion of the previously announced intent to acquire the
North American micronization business from Lonza in Quakertown PA, USA.

Microsize is the largest micronization business of its kind in North America. It comprises three facilities with
over 100,000 square feet of space including an R&D center, analytical development, GMP manufacturing suites,
and GMP warehousing. Microsize has a fully integrated business with capabilities from preclinical through
multi-ton commercial processing of Active Pharmaceutical Ingredients and Excipients in FDA-inspected facilities.
Capabilities include handing highly potent compounds (“HPAPI’s”) in both hard wall, and flexible, single-use
disposable containment systems. With new therapeutics becoming more complex and potent, Microsize is well
positioned to handle these compounds safely and efficiently.

The business was acquired by an investor group of industry veterans with deep expertise in both drug
substance and drug product development and manufacture. The Chairman of Microsize is Derek Hennecke,
who is an experienced executive with a track record of success for over 30 years in the CDMO space, most
recently as CEO of Xcelience. TJ Higley is leading Microsize as its CEO, and was a previous owner of the business
(“Powdersize”) before Xcelience, then later Lonza, purchased it in 2017.

Derek Hennecke, Chairman of Microsize, commented: “Micronization is a critically important step in the
solubilization process, and Microsize is a true leader in the North American market. We've gathered a familiar
group of seasoned pharma services executives with a proven track record of success in our investor group who
take a hands-on approach, and we will benefit from their long-term commitment to making Microsize the
global leader in micronization technologies.”

TJ Higley, CEO of Microsize, added: “The goal of Microsize is to provide our first-choice bioavailability
enhancement technology in the most streamlined way to shorten the development and scale-up pathways with
an integrated approach from early development through commercial launch quantities. I look forward to
leading the Microsize team to ensure we provide the best customer experience in the industry.”
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Microsize enjoys world-class facilities and infrastructure which have seen significant investment over the past
five years in containment technologies, Quality Management Systems, and analytical capabilities. The
Company is uniquely positioned to bring the best of both worlds – providing the high customer-touch,
flexibility, speed, and nimbleness of a smaller organization, COMBINED WITH the world-class facilities, quality
systems, and capabilities customers come to expect from a larger global CDMO.

About Microsize:
For over 30 years, Microsize has been a pioneer in enhancing dissolution and bioavailabilty of Active
Pharmaceutical Ingredients (API’s) and functional excipients via particle size reduction technologies including
micronization. Operating from 100,000 square feet in US-based, state-of-the-art, FDA-inspected GMP facilities,
Microsize has the experience and capabilities to rapidly develop, scale up, and process API’s and excipients
ranging from grams to multi-metric tons, including highly potent compounds (“HPAPI’s”). Microsize is THE
partner of choice from small biotechs to big pharma to CDMO’s, and is recognized for its speed, responsiveness,
and high customer-touch business model. When it comes to your toughest particle size challenges, Think
Big………Think Microsize! Visit us at www.microsize.com.
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